Be honest • Don’t deceive, cheat, or steal • Be reliable — do what you say
you’ll do • Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation •
Be loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country

The New Kid Tries to Fit In -Trust
Presentation: YouTube clip called “The New Kid Tries to Fit In” prior to this exercise. It
can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to Video Links
under Trustworthiness.
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Honesty is the best policy.
Materials needed: YouTube video
Overview:
After sharing this video about trust - engage the students in a discussion on
trustworthiness and how being honest with people can build that trust.
Suggested discussion questions:






What reason did the new kid give for not playing on the basketball team?
What was the team’s response to the new kid about playing on the team?
What was the team’s response when the new kid showed up on crutches?
After the new kid told a lie, he had to tell another lie. Do you think the new kid
will be able to lie his way out of this situation?
What if a friend or classmate lied to you? How long do you think it would take to
rebuild your trust in that person?

Conclusion:
Honesty is always the best policy. If you are honest with people, they are going to trust
you. So, be trustworthy and always tell the truth.
Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Be honest • Don’t deceive, cheat, or steal • Be reliable — do what you say
you’ll do • Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation •
Be loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country

Building Classroom Trust – Balloon Game
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will be reminded through a simple yet powerful
metaphor that lying never works out in the end and only causes chaos and confusion.
Materials needed: One balloon for each participant, plus some extras.
Overview:
Hand out one balloon to each participant and instruct them to blow up and tie off the
balloon normally. Then have everyone stand in a circle in the middle of the room with
their balloons. Tell them that their balloon represents a lie. At the count of three, they
are going to toss their balloons in the air all at once toward the center of the room and
try to keep theirs In the air, like they would try to keep their lie going amidst the hustle
and bustle of daily life. If their balloon touches the ground, their lie is “discovered,” and
they are “out”
While the balloons are in the air, usually there is chaos and struggle to keep the balloon
from touching the ground. Sometimes people help keep others’ balloons in the air. But
eventually almost all will fall to the ground. Once everyone’s balloon has touched the
ground, discuss one or more of the following questions.

Suggested discussion questions:


While the balloons were in the air, there was a lot of chaos and confusion.
Wouldn’t it be easier if everyone just told the truth all the time? Is it possible to
tell the truth every time?



I noticed some people trying to help other people keep their balloons up in the
air. Is it part of loyalty to help a friend lie?



Students, here we saw a visual representation of the chaos that lies can cause,
but sometimes the problems lies can cause are not outwardly visible. What kind
of problems can arise when someone’s honesty is always being questioned?

Conclusion:
Being trustworthy means you will always tell the truth. You will not deceive others and if
you do find you have told a lie, you should admit it and not cover it up with another lie.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Be honest • Don’t deceive, cheat, or steal • Be reliable — do what you say
you’ll do • Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation •
Be loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country

Not in My Yard! –Trustworthiness
Intended age group: Upper elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Students learn that respect is a critical element in all healthy
relationships. When students respect others, they treat people with consideration and
courtesy and do not violate them physically or verbally. Respect is a fundamental
character quality that prepares students to live productive lives as they relate to and
work with others.
Materials needed: paper, pens/pencils
Overview:
Provide a sheet of paper to each student and encourage them to take 2 minutes to write
down a list of discouraging words or statements that they would not appreciate hearing
from classmates throughout the school year. Be sure to share some examples such as
dummy or stupid. Tell students to include phrases such as, you can’t play with us or
that’s retarded.
Split your classroom with equal numbers of students on both sides. Establish a
boundary line in the middle that separates the two groups,(using a simple tape line.)
Have each student crumple up their paper into a ball. Explain that when they are told to
begin the game, everyone will toss their crumpled paper,(or piece of trash as you will
refer to it ), across the boundary line onto the other team’s side of the room. They can
pick up those pieces and throw them back, and then back again, etc. Important! When
a member of either team throws a piece of trash they must repeat the phrase “Not in
My Yard.” Keep the game going for a minute or two. Tell the students when you say
stop; no more trash can be thrown. Have each side count up the number of pieces of
trash that ends up on their side. The winning team has the least amount of trash on its
side. As long as the kids are having fun you can play several more rounds.

Next, make sure each student keeps one piece of trash,( it does not need to be their
own trash), and sit down on their team’s side. Ask them to sit in groups of three to four
students. After they are in their groups instruct them that one by one they are to unfold
the piece of trash they are holding and read the discouraging words and statements to
their small group. Next, after reading the discouraging words the group must decide on
some positive words or phrases that could replace the bad words. Upon completing
their group’s discussion, each small group will walk over together to the original
boundary line,(where you will have strategically placed a waste basket), and they
will announce to the group, “These words are gone from our classroom forever!”
Reassemble the entire classroom and have one person from each small group report to
the whole group on some of the key word or phrases that are “gone forever.” Next, have
them include some of the positive words that they selected to replace the negative
words.

Suggested Discussion Questions:


What really happens when we call people names?



Why is it important that these words are gone from our classroom forever?

Conclusion:
Respecting other people, even if they are different, is a very important part of having
good character. Try to treat other people the way you would want to be treated. Be
sensitive to other people’s feelings. Be happy that other people are different than you
because that’s what makes life so much fun.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Be honest • Don’t deceive, cheat, or steal • Be reliable — do what you say
you’ll do • Have the courage to do the right thing • Build a good reputation •
Be loyal — stand by your family, friends, and country

Learning Trust the Hard Way! –Julie and the Neat Pouch
Presentation: YouTube clip called “Learning Trust the Hard Way!” prior to this exercise.
It can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to Video
Links under Trustworthiness.
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: It is more important to be a person of character
Materials needed: YouTube video

Overview:
After sharing this video about trust, engage the students in a discussion on
trustworthiness and how important it is to be a person that someone can trust.

Suggested discussion questions:


What response did Julie get when she called to see if someone else was
around?



What did Julie yell out after she learned she was all alone?



When Julie sees Skye is upset about losing his pouch, does she step in to let him
know he has it? What does she say to herself when she learns Skye is upset?



Why was Skye worried about how is grandfather would respond to the missing
pouch?



How many of you have found something that doesn't belong to you? Did you find
it hard to give it back?

Conclusion:
It's important to put yourself in another person's shoes by asking myself, "If I had
something that was lost and would never be found, would I miss it?" It's important to be
a person of character, someone that others can trust, and give back what you found if
you know it's not yours.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Treat others with respect; follow the Golden Rule • Be tolerant and accepting
of differences • Use good manners, not bad language • Be considerate of the
feelings of others • Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone • Deal peacefully with
anger, insults, and disagreements

“Ridiculous Rules” Paper Airplanes-Respect

Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will realize that part of being respectful is obeying all
rules and laws, even the ones they may think are ridiculous.
Materials needed: Ridiculous Airplane sheet provided with this exercise.

Overview:
Distribute colored paper to participants and instruct them to write down either a
classroom or school rule they consider hard to follow. You may also consider asking
the class to write down a city law or rule that they think is hard to follow. (Provide the
classroom with examples of both if necessary.)
After each person has written the rules they consider hard to follow, instruct participants
to make a paper airplane out of the paper they wrote on.
Next form a straight line. At the count of three, encourage everyone to throw their
airplane. Next, they will go to someone else’s airplane, (not their own), pick it up and
return to the straight line.
On a count of three, sail them again. Repeat one more time. After the third time, they
should retrieve an airplane, (again not their own.)
Then ask all participants to sit in a circle or return to their seats.

Ask participants to open up the plane they have so they are able to read what it says.
One by one the students can read what the plane they are holding says. They should be
prepared to comment on the statement about the rules written on that plane. Do they
thing the rule is hard to follow as well? Why do they think that particular rule
exists?
Ask your classroom if they think people have the option of not following a certain rule.
(The answer is yes, however there can be penalties for not following classroom, school,
or community laws.) Discuss what some of these penalties may be.
Ask your classroom the question what they think might happen if we only followed rules
that each of us thought made sense. Develop the thought that we do not have the
option of only following the rules we think make sense.
Conclusion:
Conclude your conversation by stating that rules help us respect the rights of others as
well as helps keep all of us safe.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Treat others with respect; follow the Golden Rule • Be tolerant and accepting of
differences • Use good manners, not bad language • Be considerate of the feelings of
others • Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone • Deal peacefully with anger, insults, and
disagreements

I’m Telling - A Tattler’s Tale -Respect
Presentation: YouTube clip called “I’m Telling! – A Tattler’s Tale” prior to the
discussion. It can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then
to Video Links under Respect.
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Telling on others when you don’t get your way is not a good
method to get friends.
Materials needed: YouTube video-“I’m Telling! – A Tattler’s Tale”
Overview:
After sharing this video about respect, engage the students in a discussion on respect
and how we need to be careful about tattling on someone just to get them in trouble.

Suggested discussion questions:


Why was Melissa upset?



Was Melissa telling on someone or tattling?



How can we tell if someone is tattling?



What does Melissa really want?



What should Melissa do if she really wants to be friends with Jennifer and
Shauna?

Conclusion:
The difference between telling and tattling is very confusing. We get confused about
things they should tell someone about. First of all, telling is a positive act and should be
encouraged. “Telling” can be defined as an act to protect oneself or others. It is done
with the intention of protecting someone physically or psychologically; whereas “tattling”
can be defined as talking which is idle. It is not done with the intention to protect, but it is
focused on revealing the secrets of others or gossiping. While telling would show
responsibility, tattling is certainly not a good way to respect.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Treat others with respect; follow the Golden Rule • Be tolerant and accepting of
differences • Use good manners, not bad language • Be considerate of the feelings of
others • Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone • Deal peacefully with anger, insults, and
disagreements

Respect - Rap Video
Presentation: Briefly discuss with your students before the video presentation, “What
does the word respect mean? Instruct them to listen to the video very closely for the
message the video is trying to send.
YouTube clip called “Respect Rap Video!” prior to this exercise. It can be accessed at
www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to Video Links under Respect.

Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Teaching students that respect is a critical element of life
Materials needed: YouTube video
Overview:
Respect is a critical element in all healthy relationships. When students respect others,
they treat people with consideration and courtesy and do not violate them physically or
verbally. Respect for others should be woven into the fabric of each student’s life and
characterize all of their relationships. It is a fundamental character quality that prepares
students to live productive lives as they relate to and work with others.
Suggested discussion questions:


In the rap, they said, "Words can hit as strong as a fist." What does that mean?



They also said, "Keep your hands to yourself and please stay out of my face."
Can this be a challenge at times? Why can this be hard to do?



The rap includes, "Respect each other, don't make your classmates feel low.
Raise them up!" What are some ways you can raise each other up in school?
Why is it important to say respectful things to each other?



One of the last lines in this rap is, "Respect your teacher in class. You gotta listen
and learn. Raise your hand politely and speak when it's your turn!" Is our class
respectful and polite? What are some ways to show even more respect?

Conclusion:
Treating people with respect makes your world a nicer place to live in, whether it's at
home, at school, or out in your community. And it's easy - all you have to do is treat
people the way you like to have them treat you.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Do what you are supposed to do • Plan ahead • Persevere: keep on trying! • Always
do your best • Use self-control • Be self-disciplined • Think before you act — consider
the consequences • Be accountable for your words, actions, and attitudes • Set a good
example for others

RESPONSIBILITY SHIELD
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will identify ways in which they can demonstrate
responsibility in different areas of their lives.
Materials needed: One copy of the shield handout (see next page) for each
participant, pens/pencils, chart paper, marker.
Overview:
Distribute copies of the shield handout. Instruct participants to write how they will be
responsible in each of the four areas listed: school, home, community and play.
Chart the participants’ ideas for each of the four areas. Discuss whether these are
things they now do, or could start doing. Participants could highlight or circle two things
in each box that they will work on in the coming weeks.
Suggested discussion questions:
How does being responsible (or irresponsible) in one area of your life affect the other
areas of your life?
Classroom application:
Students could cut out their shields and tape them to their binder or notebook as a
reminder to be responsible.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

RESPONSIBILITY SHEILD

State how you will be responsible in each of these for places. Cut your shield
when you are done ad hang it where it will remind you to be responsible.

Do what you are supposed to do • Plan ahead • Persevere: keep on trying! • Always
do your best • Use self-control • Be self-disciplined • Think before you act — consider
the consequences • Be accountable for your words, actions, and attitudes • Set a good
example for others

Be a Buddy Not a Bully! –Responsibility
Presentation: YouTube clip called “Be a Buddy Not a Bully!” prior to this exercise. It
can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to Video Links
under Responsibility.
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school.
Learning objectives: Bullying is a behavior that is intentional, hurtful and usually
repeated. It can be anything from name-calling to physical bullying by slapping or
hitting.
Materials needed: YouTube video –“ Be a Buddy Not a Bully!”
Overview:
After watching the video, engage the class in a discussion on how we should be
responsible for our actions. Being a bully is not showing responsibility.

Suggested discussion questions:


What does it mean to be a bully?



Why does it hurt when a bully calls you names?



What should you do if someone is calling you names?



If a bully takes things from you that belong to you and hides them, how would
you feel?



What should be done about bullying?



What can we do to make sure no one in this class is bullied?

Conclusion:
Being a bully can take many forms, from teasing to hitting to stealing. People who are
responsible for their actions would never do these things to others. And if you see it
happening, you would show responsibility if you reported it to a teacher or principal.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Do what you are supposed to do • Plan ahead • Persevere: keep on trying! • Always
do your best • Use self-control • Be self-disciplined • Think before you act — consider
the consequences • Be accountable for your words, actions, and attitudes • Set a good
example for others

Finding Something that Does Not Belong to You
Presentation: YouTube clip called Character Chronicles-Responsibility prior to this
exercise. It can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to
Video Links under Responsibility.
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Students will recognize that an important aspect of

schooling is helping students become responsible adults. It is essential for
students to learn the importance of being dependable and thorough in their
responsibilities at home and in school. In addition, being a positive example
to others is an important part of living responsibly. Students need to
understand that responsible behavior is the cornerstone of successful
living.
Materials needed: YouTube Video – Character Chronicles-Responsibility
Overview:
After watching the video, Character Chronicles on Responsibility, engage the students
in a classroom discussion using the suggested discussion questions.

Suggested discussion questions:


The video talked about taking responsibility. What does that mean, to “take
responsibility?”



What if you were walking down the street and found a twenty dollar bill laying on
the ground? What would you do?



How do you think the money got there?



Who does the money belong to?



What will you do with this money? What is the responsible thing to do?

Conclusion:
When you do what you are supposed to do, you are also setting a good example for
others. People of character always want to do the right thing, even if it’s hard to do.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Play by the rules • Take turns and share • Be open-minded; listen to others •
Don’t take advantage of others • Don’t blame others carelessly • Treat all
people fairly

An 11 Year Old Makes the World a Better Place-Fairness
Presentation: The YouTube video called “The Character Chronicles: Fairness” prior to
this discussion. It can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources
then to Video Links under Fairness.
Learning objectives: Helping everyone participate, no matter what their skill level, is a
very fair way to enjoy an activity. Treat everyone the same and make sure everyone
gets a chance to be part of the fun.
Materials needed: YouTube Video-“The Character Chronicles: Fairness”
Overview:
After showing this video about fairness, engage the classroom in a discussion about the
different ways we can show fairness to others.
Suggested discussion questions:





What made Michael decide to help others?
Why do you think he wanted to make sure everyone could get to try and play
baseball?
If you were going to do a project like this, what would you do?
What are some good examples of how we can show fairness at recess?

Conclusion:
It is always a good thing to try to include everyone in our activities. That is the fair way
to do it.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Play by the rules • Take turns and share • Be open-minded; listen to others •
Don’t take advantage of others • Don’t blame others carelessly • Treat all
people fairly

Look at Yourself- Nic Vujicic Video -Fairnes
Presentation: YouTube clip called “Look at Yourself-Nic Vujicic Video!” prior to this
exercise. It can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to
Video Links under Fairness

Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will realize that you should not let the pressure and
despair of your circumstance taint your CHARACTER and reminds them to never give
up when things get tough.
Materials needed: Look at Yourself YouTube video
Overview:
View the video with a group of students and break into small groups of 3-4 for
discussion questions.
Suggested Discussion Questions:


Would it be fair to be born with no arms and no legs? Explain.



Have you ever focused upon the things you wished you had, rather than being
thankful for the things you have?



What did Nic say he felt about his life when he was just 8 years old?



What kind of activities do you see Nic participating in on the video? Name them.
Are there any activities that you would have expected that he couldn’t do before
you actually saw him doing them?



Nic says, “It is a lie to think that you are not good enough.” Where do you think
Nic would be as an adult if he would have always believed that he was not good
enough?



Nic says, “At times it is hard to smile, because there can be so many things that
happen that you do not understand.” Furthermore he states, “There are storms in
life and sometimes we do not know how long these storms will last.” Do you think
that Nic had some big storms in his life? How long do you think they lasted for
him? Did Nic ever give up?



After watching Nic’s video, how many of you think it is now possible to weather
your storms?

Conclusion:
Life is not always Fair. A life without arms and legs - IMAGINE! What if you couldn't
wrap your arms around the ones you love? How about not being able to walk, dance,
run, or even stand? Now envision the worst case scenario: living with no arms and no
legs. What would you do? Would you still search for PURPOSE and meaning? How
would it affect your ATTITUDE towards life and those around you? Would you let the
pressure and despair of your circumstance taint your CHARACTER, or would you move
forward with honor? Would you have the strength to repeatedly tell yourself, "NEVER
GIVE UP"?

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Play by the rules • Take turns and share • Be open-minded; listen to others •
Don’t take advantage of others • Don’t blame others carelessly • Treat all
people fairly

Playing Card Hierarchy- Fairness
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will be reminded of what it feels like to be left out and
treated as inferior.
Materials needed: Look at Yourself YouTube video. One deck of playing cards, four
signs indicating the hierarchy groups (9JQKA, 8/9/10. 5/6/7, 2/3/4), and tape to place
these signs on your classroom wall.
Overview:
Take enough cards from the deck so that you have one for each of the participants.
Make sure you have roughly even numbers from each hierarchy group. Tape the one
sign to each wall in the room. Preface this activity by explaining that it is designed to
heighten the awareness of what it feels like to be excluded and unwanted. It is not
intended for anyone’s feelings to be hurt by the activity – we are just trying to remind
everyone what it’s like to be left out. Say, ‘Being left out is a miserable feeling. It can
happen in the lunchroom, in the hallway, on the bus, in class, or anywhere students are
gathered. In society, people are left out because of their race, religion, etc. Throughout
history, blacks were left out and made to feel unwelcome. During the Holocaust, it was
the Jews who were treated badly.”
Instructions:
Explain, “Everyone will get a card. DO NOT LOOK AT IT! You will put the card on your
forehead so others can see it. Depending on what card you have, people may or may
not want to be with you. If you have a jack, queen, king or ace, you definitely have lots
of friends and people want to be with you. If you have an 8.9 or 10. Most people want to
be with you. If you have a 5.6 or 7, not many want to be with you. If you have a 2,3,or 4,
most people do not want to be with you. You will find this out by asking your classmates
questions, such as (see next page):






Would you go to the game with me tonight?
Want to sit by me at lunch?
Want to be in my science group?
Would you like to come to my house?

Using both the verbal and non-verbal communication that you receive from the person
asking you the questions, you will go stand next to your group. As soon as you think you
know your group, go stand by that sign. (For instance all of those students with a low
card such as a 2 or 3 will go stand by the 2,3,4 sign hanging on the classroom wall.)
Those with a jack, Queen, or King will stand by the J,Q,K,A sign on the wall as will the
5,6,7 group and the 8.9.10 group.
Pass out cards (reminding everyone not to look at theirs before putting it on their
forehead) and instruct participants to start mingling to ask questions and find their
group;
Suggested Discussion Questions:









How many questions did you have to ask before you knew which group you were
in?
What kinds of responses did you get from people when you asked to hang with
them?
If you were in the 2/3/4 group – how did it feel? How would it feel if it wasn’t a
game?
How does it feel to be in the J/Q/K/A group?
What does it mean to be left out?
What does fairness mean?
What would have been a more fair way and respectful way to answer someone
that was a 2/3/4 when they asked you to hang with them?
If you really don’t feel like hanging with someone, how can you tell them that in a
respectful and fair way?

Conclusion:
Children learn what it means to be fair and discuss what can happen when people are
unfair.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Be kind • Be compassionate and show you care • Express gratitude • Forgive
others • Help people in need

Sara Tucholsky Home Run – Caring
Presentation: YouTube clip called “Sara Tucholsky Home Run” prior to this exercise. It
can be accessed at www.charactercountsse.org then to Resources, then to Video Links
under Caring.

Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will understand that caring is sportsmanship - a
great tradition in sports and competition that means playing clean and handling both
victory and defeat with grace, style, and dignity.
Materials needed: YouTube video-“Sara Tucholsky Home Run.”
Overview:
A home run, memorable not for the distance it traveled or the game it decided, but the
meaning it would carry.

Suggested Discussion Questions:


What you do think Sara was thinking after she got injured?



What were her teammates thinking?



What do you think the players on the other team thought when Sara first got
hurt?



If you were on the opposing team, what do you think you would do?



Would you help out someone like Sara if it meant your team might lose?

Conclusion:
A caring person on another team, Mallory, showed this act of sportsmanship even
though it contributed to her team’s loss. Still, there were no regrets or angry words from
Mallory’s teammates. They all agreed that helping the opponent was simply the right
thing to do.
The development of sportsmanship is an important part of youth development. To
become contributing, competent, caring, capable adults, youth must develop the
knowledge, skills, attitudes and aspirations of sportsmanship. Youth must become fair
and generous competitors, good losers and graceful winners

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Be kind • Be compassionate and show you care • Express gratitude • Forgive
others • Help people in need

Folding Heart – Caring
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: Participants will understand that unkind words leave a lasting
impression, even if the speaker later apologizes.
Materials needed: Large red construction paper heart (you will need a new one each
time you do this activity); tape (for alternate method only).
Overview:
Hold up the paper heart. Ask participants to share words they have heard which are
hurtful and unkind. As each word or phrase is shared, fold down a piece of the heart
until it is folded into a small shape. Mention that this is how we feel when we have been
hurt.
Then ask participants to share words that are kind and encouraging. As each is shared,
unfold a piece of the heart until it is back in its original shape.
Holding up the heart, ask participants what they still see on it –(They should be able to
point out that there are wrinkles left on the paper heart.) make the point that even if we
say we are sorry, we can still leave lasting scars with hurtful words.
Ask the students to think of someone in their life who has been kind and nurturing. Tell
them to try and think about what it was that this person would do to make them feel so
special. Then tell them to think of someone they were pretty sure didn’t care about
them. This may even be someone their own age. How did it feel to be around this
person? As the educator, you may even want to share an experience out of your own
life - then share the quote from Carl Buechner: “They may forget what you said, but they
will never forget how you make them feel.” Ask the students what they think this
means?

Alternate method: Tear the heart into pieces instead of folding it, and then tape it back
together. This is a more dramatic demonstration and the scars are mor obvious that
way, but it takes longer because of the taping.

Suggested discussion questions:


Did this demonstration make you think about how you treat others?



Are you always aware of how you make others feel?



Will you be more aware in the future?

Conclusion:
Caring and the values it represents – compassion, kindness, consideration, forgiveness,
charity, generosity, and unselfishness – are the heart of ethics. To be genuinely
concerned with the well-being of others is an essential quality of a person of character.
Caring is essentially others-centered. Caring people take into account how their
decisions and actions are likely to affect others. Caring for other people builds the ability
to empathize across barriers such as culture, race, and age. Kind and considerate
people possess sympathetic or generous qualities that imply an indication to be
charitable and do good.

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

Do your share to make your school and community better • Cooperate •
Get involved in community affairs • Stay informed; vote • Be a good
neighbor • Obey laws and rules • Respect authority • Protect the
environment • Volunteer

Beach Ball Game -Citizenship
Intended age group: Elementary through middle school
Learning objectives: . Children are learning to cooperate and share with peers, to take
part in group activities and talks, and to take responsibility for their own actions and for
their own learning.
Materials needed: 36-48 inch beach ball, permanent black marker
Overview:
Using a large sized beach ball, (48” is preferred). Write a phrase on each panel of the
beach ball. (See suggested phrases on additional page provided). If you are indoors,
you can ask your students to sit across from each other on the floor. If possible, it is
preferable to be in a larger multipurpose room or gymnasium. Instruct the group that
they will gently pass (not hit) the beach ball to someone sitting across from them. In a
larger space you can divide the students into two teams and encourage them to volley
the beach ball back and forth. Two handed fingertip passes are encouraged. You can
choose to keep score if you wish.
Tell your students that a “special rule” exists whereby anytime you blow your whistle,
the player closest to the ball must catch the beach ball before the ball hits the floor.
Failure to catch the ball will result in a point for the other team. The person catching the
ball will be asked to answer the question that their thumb from their right hand is in
contact with. If that person is unable to answer the question correctly, a point is given to
the opposing team.

Suggested discussion questions:






What does it mean to be a good citizen?
Why should we try to be good citizens?
What kinds of things can you do to be a good citizen at school?
What kinds of things can you do to be a good citizen at home?
What does it mean to be a good neighbor?

Conclusion:
There is a pretty long list of things we should do to show good citizenship. We need to
all cooperate with each other and work together to make our school and community a
better place. Always picking up trash and helping others are two great ways to be a
good citizen in your neighborhood and school.
They should have a firm grasp on what does and what does not constitute good
behavior. They should recognize the rights of others, know that they should work and
play by the rules, and make decisions concerning right and wrong with increasing
independence.

Suggested Beach Ball Phrases:












Name a teacher who you fell is a good citizen in our community, Why?
Name a rule at school that is tough to follow, why?
Name a rule at school that is good for everyone. Why?
What is something you do to be a good citizen of your town?
I have volunteered in my community by….
I try to promote school pride by….
A law in our community that I feel keeps me safe is….
A law in our community that I find tough to follow is….
Our town would be a better place to live if everyone would….
The population of our town is…..
Our town shows our school support by…

Please take a few moments and give us your feedback on this exercise at the following
link: http://characterallthetime.org

